Outdoor Sculptures

1. Jenny Holzer, Survival Series: In a Dream You Saw a Way...
2. Frank Fleming, Gathering of Animals
3. Siah Armajani, The Glass Bridge for Nashville
4. Doug Hollis, High-back Windharps
5. Tom Czarnopys, Giralded Figure
6. Sophie Ryder, Crawling Lady Hare
7. Ian Hamilton Finlay, The Present Order (in Italian)

Chihuly Studio Artwork

1. Summer Sun
   Supported by Elena & Barney Byrd
2. Gilded Yellow and Plum Tower
   Supported by The Ayers Foundation, Mr. & Mrs. Gordon E. Inman, and Anne & Joe Russell
3. Red Reeds
   Supported by Lillias & Will Johnston
4. Float Boat
   Supported by Dr. & Mrs. Howard S. Kirshner
5. Turquoise Marlins and Neodymium Reeds & Niijima Floats
   Supported by Mitsui
6. Blue Polyvitro Crystals
   Supported by Barbara & Rick Turner & Family
7. Cattails and Copper Birch Reeds
   Supported by Connie & Carl Haley
8. Scarlet and Yellow Icicle Tower
   Supported by Mr. & Mrs. David I. Obolensky and Lisa & Stephen Small
9. Fiori Boat
   Supported by Mr. & Mrs. William T. DeLay
10. White Belugas
    Supported by Mrs. Kate R.W. Grayken
11. Sapphire Star
    Supported by Sally & Jim Hunt
12. Polyvitro Chandelier
    Supported by The AWC Family Foundation
13. Cerulean Frog Feet and Fiori & Emerald Fiddleheads and Citrine Icicles
    Supported by Barby & Govan White
14. Torchlght Quadpod Chandelier
   Supported by Julie & Bob Gordon
15. Golden Amber Persian Chandelier
    Supported by Gigi & Ted Lazebny
16. Sapphire Neon Tumbleweeds
    Supported by Sherm & Barry Stowe
17. Pedestal Works in the Museum Galleries
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